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THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF PERVASIVE 
COMPUTING

Physical space: Sensory data from sensor-
enhanced mobile devices (towards the 
Internet of Things era)

Cyber space: user generated data in 
mobile social networks (MSN), e.g., 
Twitter, FourSquare, MeetUp … 

People have different ways to participate in data collection.



MOBILE CROWD SENSING (MCS)

Boston Bomber (2013.4)

According to “The Wall Street Journal”，FBI uses heterogeneous user-contributed data 
(captured images, posted tweets, locations) for criminal identification.

An extension of Participatory Sensing, a combined effect of IoT and MSN. 
The ability to acquire local knowledge through sensor-enhanced mobile devices, including offline sensed 
data and online user-generated data, and the possibility to share this knowledge within the social sphere, 
utility providers, etc.

Bin Guo, Zhu Wang, ZhiwenYu, and et al. Mobile Crowd Sensing and Computing: The Review of an 
Emerging Human-Powered Sensing Paradigm.  ACM Computing Surveys, 2015, 48(1): 7.



MOBILE CROWD PHOTOGRAPHING (MCP)

(1) Grassroots Sensing (2)”Transient” Network Connection

(3) Complex data processing

Participant selection；Incentive 
mechanisms; Crowd-powered picture

Bluetooth、Wi-Fi、GSM、3G
Delay-tolerant; hybrid networking

Data quality, trust, privacy;
Cross-space sensing and mining: online/offline

MCP utilizes pervasive cameras to watch the real world. 

Picture collection   Knowledge discovery



4-PHASE MCP FRAMEWORK

 MCP utilizes pervasive cameras on mobile devices to watch the real world. As
shown in the figure, an MCP system generally consists of the following four
phases.
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4-PHASE MCP FRAMEWORK

 The MCP system generally consists of the following four phases.
 (i) Task initiation. A task provider (i.e., the data requester) posts a task which

is defined both in a textual explanation for normal workers and in a set of
formal constraints for the task management server as well.

 (ii) Task execution. Workers take pictures according to task’s requirements
and upload data once they have access to the data management server.

 (iii) Data aggregation. A data management server selects and aggregates data
according to task constraints when the data arrives.

 (iv) Result handover. The data management server hands over the data set to
the task provider and the task provider gives rewards to workers.



KEY ISSUES

 Problems
 High traffic: Nearly 1M traffic for one picture.

 High redundancy: Common issue.

 Special sensing manner: Workers at the scene; Workers go to the scene.

 Chances
 Various sensors on smart devices.

 Key issues
 Task definition and assignment

 Picture selection



TASK DEFINITION

 MCP can b e used in various application areas, such as environment monitoring,
public information gathering, traffic sensing, scientific data collection, and so on.

 A generic MCP task model.
 Task description: For workers to easily understand.

 Task constraints: For the application server to selection high-quality pictures.



TASK ASSIGNMENT

 Worker resource is limited.

 Based on workers’ schedules, assign multiple tasks at one time to each worker
candidate.

 Assign tasks that on the worker’s way to somewhere.

 Problem: To solve the minimal-detour-constrained task assignment problem
(MinDet) .



TASK ASSIGNMENT

 Worker. A worker is denoted by capb, sloc, eloc, AT. capb denotes his/her 
capability, i.e. the number of tasks that he/she can finish in a certain time period. 
sloc denotes the current location of the worker. eloc denotes the end location 
where the worker is going. AT is a set to denote tasks assigned to this worker, 
which will have elements only after tasks are assigned.

 Task. A task is denoted by tloc, num, AW. tloc denotes the location and num 
denotes the required number of workers respectively. AW is a set to denote 
recruited workers of this task.

 The mapping from the task set T to the worker set W denoted by M={(tj, wi)|tj ∈
T, wi ∈ W} is the task assignment result. Thus tasks of the worker wi are 
ATi={tm|(tm, wi) ∈ M, tm ∈ T} and workers of the task tj are AWj={wm|(tj, wm) ∈
M, wm ∈ W}.



TASK ASSIGNMENT

 The mapping from the task set T to the worker set W denoted by M={(tj, wi)|tj ∈
T, wi ∈ W} is the task assignment result. Thus tasks of the worker wi are 
ATi={tm|(tm, wi) ∈ M, tm ∈ T} and workers of the task tj are AWj={wm|(tj, wm) ∈
M, wm ∈ W}.
This task assignment issue can be formulated to an optimization problem as 
shown in the following Eqation, where the extra movement (i.e., detour) is 
minimized.



 As shown in the Figure (a), given three tasks {t1, t2, t3} and three workers {w1, w2, 
w3}, where AT of these workers and AW of these tasks are all empty. L1…L9 denotes 
nine locations, e.g., L1 is sloc of w1, L2 is eloc of w2, L7 is tloc of t1. After the tasks 
are assigned (assume that the task assignment shown in Figure 1(a) is optimal), then 
AW1={w1, w2}, AW2={w1} and AW3={w2, w3}, and AT1={t1, t2}, AT2={t1, t3}, 
AT3={t3}. 

 As shown in Figure (b), the route of worker w1 changes from L1-L2 to L1-L7-L8-L2 
(also may be L1-L8-L7-L2 if necessary). If the assignment is optimal, then the total 
movement of the three works is minimal compared to other task assignment plans. 
Here, μ(w1)=φ(L1, L7)+ φ(L7, L8)+ φ(L8, L2). L7 and L8 are tloc of two tasks. The 
optimization problem is to minimize μ of different workers.
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An example to explain the definitions of Work and Task. (a) Three tasks are assigned to 
three workers. (b) Routes of workers change after tasks are assigned.



PICTURE SELECTION

 We adopted a traffic-saving way, namely, interactive selection (InterSel).
 Step 1: Uploading the small-size data.

 Step 2: Uploading the full-size data if it is assessed as a new one.

Huihui Chen, Bin Guo, ZhiwenYu, and et al. CrowdPic: An Interactive and Selective Picture Collection Framework for 
Participatory Sensing Systems.  Proc. of CIT’14,  IEEE, 2014:, pp. 512 – 519.



Huihui Chen, Bin Guo, ZhiwenYu, et al. CrowdPic: A Multi-Coverage Picture Collection Framework for Mobile Crowd 
Photographing. Proc. of UIC’15, IEEE, 2015, pp. 68–76.

PICTURE SELECTION

 PTree-based picture stream clustering and selection.

 Step 1: Clustering the picture stream based on their similarity.

 Step 2: Selecting the first picture in each clusters.
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EXPERIMENTS-TASK ASSIGNMENT

 The simulator.

 Different simulation 
parameters.

 Many rounds of 
evaluation.



EXPERIMENTS-PICTURE SELECTION

 FlierMeet dataset.

 Synthesized picture streams
with varying lengths and
temporal densities.

 Effectiveness and efficiency
are related to the order of
features on layers.

Bin Guo, Huihui Chen, ZhiwenYu, and et al. FlierMeet: A mobile crowdsensing system for cross-space public 
information reposting, tagging, and sharing, Mobile Computing, IEEE Trans. on, vol. 14, no. 10, pp. 2020–2033, 
2015.

Differernt PTree generated based on the same picture set.
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